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MOMENTICON
ANDREW CALDECOTT
Hugely compelling, readable, dark, entertaining fun from a master storyteller at the height of his powers.
The world has become a dangerous place to live. Despite everything the environmentalists could do – especially Lord Vane,
who dedicated his company Tempestas to warning the world of
what would happen if mankind did not mend their ways – the
atmosphere turned toxic, destroying almost all life – plants, animals, even humans.
The few survivors can be found living in great bubbles protected
from the atmosphere by chitin shields, while the last two great
companies, Lord Vane's Tempestas and Lord's Sine's Genrich,
are locked in an uneasy alliance for the betterment of mankind.

Jo Fletcher Books
January 2022
Editor: Jo Fletcher
Length: 480pp
Markets Sold in Previous
Titles:
US Mobius
Czech Republic (Host)
Poland (Zysk)
Russia (Family Leisure Club)

Fogg has been the sole curator of the last museum on earth for
three years and in all that time he hasn't seen another living
soul. But he's not quite as alone as he thinks, and his quiet, lonely – safe – life is about to change completely. Little does he
know, but he's about to be caught up in a power grab which
threatens every remaining living thing . . .

About the Author:

Andrew Caldecott is a QC specialising in media law; he has represented a wide variety of clients, from the BBC and
the Guardian to supermodel Naomi Campbell.
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ROTHERWEIRD Andrew Caldecott
Welcome to Rotherweird!
A twisted, arcane murder-mystery with shades of Hope Mirrlees, Ben
Aaronovitch, Mervyn Peake and Edward Gorey at their disturbing best.
'Baroque, Byzantine and beautiful - not to mention bold' M.R. Carey
'Compelling . . . the love child of Gormenghast and Hogwarts' Guardian
Rights Sold: US (Mobius); Czech Republic (Host); Poland (Zysk); Russia
(Family Leisure Club)

WYNTERTIDE Andrew Caldecott
Welcome back to Rotherweird, where an ancient plot centuries in the
making is about to come to fruition - and this time the forces of darkness
might actually win . . .
'Intricate and crisp, witty and solemn. Line by line, silent and adroit, it
opens a series of trap-doors in the reader's imagination' Hilary Mantel,
Man Booker Prize-winning author of Wolf Hall

Rights Sold: US (Mobius); Czech Republic (Host); Poland (Zysk)

LOST ACRE Andrew Caldecott
Wynter is here: the brilliant Elizabethan mystic has achieved the impossible and returned to present-day Rotherweird - and now his ultimate goal
is within reach . . .
The stakes could not be higher, for at the endgame, not only
Rotherweird is under threat. The future of mankind itself hangs in the
balance.
A great read . . . rich and rewarding - Sci Fi Online
Rights Sold: US (Mobius)
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RADIO LIFE
DEREK B. MILLER
A gripping adventure and a riveting political thriller: The
Commonwealth, a post-apocalyptic civilisation on the rise, is
locked in a clash of ideas with the Keepers, a fight which
threatens to destroy the world . . . again.
When Lilly was first Chief Engineer at The Commonwealth,
nearly fifty years ago, the Central Archive wasn't yet the greatest
repository of knowledge in the known world, protected by
scribes copying every piece of found material - books, maps,
even scraps of paper - and disseminating them by Archive
Runners to hidden off-site locations for safe keeping. Back then,
there was no Order of Silence to create and maintain secret
routes deep into the sand-covered towers of the Gone World or
into the northern forests beyond Sea Glass Lake. Back then, the
world was still quiet, because Lilly hadn't yet found the
Harrington Box.
Jo Fletcher Books
January 2021
Editor: Jo Fletcher
Length: 496pp

But times change. Recently, the Keepers have started gathering
to the east of Yellow Ridge - thousands upon thousands of them
- and every one of them determined to burn the Central
Archives to the ground, no matter the cost, possessed by an
irrational fear that bringing back the ancient knowledge will
destroy the world all over again. To prevent that, they will
do anything.
Fourteen days ago the Keepers chased sixteen-year-old Archive
Runner Elimisha into a forbidden Gone World Tower and
brought the entire thing down on her. Instead of being killed,
though, she slipped into an ancient unmapped bomb shelter
where she has discovered a cache of food and fresh water, a
two-way radio like the one Lilly's been working on for years . . .
and something else. Something that calls itself 'the internet' . . .

About the Author:
Before becoming a full-time novelist, Derek Miller worked all
over the world for a variety of organisations, including the United
Nations. His first novel, Norwegian by Night, won the CWA John
Creasey Dagger and was an Economist best novel of the year;
subsequent crime novels The Girl in Green and American by
Day were both shortlisted for the CWA Gold Dagger. He lives in
Oslo, Norway, with his wife and children.
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DOORS

MARKUS HEITZ translated by Charlie Homewood
Choose your own adventure with an action-packed mystery by
Germany's Number One bestselling author. Your choice? Will you
choose DOOR ?, DOOR ! or DOOR X.
Each story begins when the beloved only daughter of millionaire
entrepreneur Walter van Dam goes missing, he calls in a team of
experts - including free-climbers, a geologist, a parapsychologist,
even a medium - to find her . . . for Anna-Lena has disappeared
somewhere within a mysterious cave system under the old house
the family abandoned years ago. But the rescuers are not the only
people on her trail - and there are dangers in the underground
labyrinth that no one could ever have foreseen.
In a gigantic cavern the team come across a number of strange
doors, three of them marked with enigmatic symbols. Anna-Lena
must be behind one of them - but time is running out and they need
to choose, quickly. Anna-Lena is no longer the only person at risk.
COLONY: they little expect door ? to take them back to the 1940s but this is not the 1940s they know. In this timeline, Nazi Germany
capitulated early, the US has taken control of Europe and is
threatening the Russian-led Resistance with a nuclear strike.
FIELD OF BLOOD: who could have imagined that the portal marked
with ! would take the rescuers into a different time completely: it is
now the early Middle Ages, and they are about to find themselves in
the middle of a world-changing battle.
TWILIGHT: the team knew their mission would be perilous - but
how do you defeat your own demons? Trapped in their own
nightmares, their only hope of escape is door X, which leads to a
threatening vision of the future.

Jo Fletcher Books
March 2021
Editor: Jo Fletcher
Length: 288 pp
Rights available: US

About the Author:
Markus Heitz studied history and German language and literature
before writing his debut novel, Schatten über Ulldart (Shadows over
Ulldart, the first in a series of epic fantasy novels), which won the
Deutscher Phantastik Preis (Germany's premier literary award for
fantasy) in 2003. Since then he has frequently topped the bestseller
charts, and his Number One bestselling Dwarves and Aelfar series
have earned him a place among Germany's most successful fantasy
authors. He currently lives in Saarland, in Germany.
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BLACKHEART KNIGHTS
LAURE EVE
Power always wins.
Imagine Camelot but in Gotham: a city where Arthurian knights
are the celebrities of the day, riding on motorbikes instead of
horses and competing in televised fights for fame and money.

'Arthurian legend meets urban fantasy in a brilliant, bloody
wild ride' Jay Kristoff, Sunday Times bestselling author
of Aurora Burning
Imagine a city where a young, magic-touched bastard
astonishes everyone by becoming king - albeit with extreme
reluctance - and a girl with a secret past trains to become a
knight for the sole purpose of vengeance.

Jo Fletcher Books
May 2021
Editor: Jo Fletcher
Length: 400pp
Rights sold:
Germany (Blanvalet)

The boldest, smartest, most adventurous fantasy I've read in
ages' Krystal Sutherland, author of Our Chemical Hearts

Imagine a city where magic is illegal but everywhere, in its
underground bars, its back-alley soothsayers - and in the people
who have to hide what they are for fear of being tattooed and
persecuted.
Imagine a city where electricity is money, power the only game
worth playing, and violence the most fervently worshipped
religion.
'King Arthur as you've never seen him before. The coolest
thing you'll read this year' Samantha Shannon, author of The
Bone Season and The Priory of the Orange Tree

About the Author:
Laure Eve is the author of critically acclaimed fantasy duologies The Graces and The Curses,
and Fearsome Dreamer and The Illusionists. A British-French hybrid, she was born in Paris and grew
up in Cornwall, a land suffused with myth and legend. She speaks English and French, and can hold a
vague conversation, usually about food, in Greek. She is very English about comedy and very French
about cheese. Selling comic books in foreign languages, loosing a variety of blood-curdling screams
into a recording booth and striking odd poses as an artist's model are just some of the things she has
done for a living.
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LOVE BITES
RY HERMAN
Tender and unforgettable, Ry Herman’s laugh-out-loud, queer
romances have a surprising paranormal twist.
Two years after a painful divorce, Chloë is still struggling to leave
the house, paralysed by anxiety and memory. So when she's
bullied into a night of dancing by her busybody aunt and finds
herself in a goth club, on her own, in a strange part of town, she
isn't looking for anything more than to pass the time until she can
leave. Then she meets Angela, a smart, beautiful astronomy Ph.D.
student whose smile makes her heart pound. In Angela's eyes,
Chloë can see a future. Suddenly, home alone is the last place
Chloë wants to be.

July 2020
Length: 400pp
Rights sold:
Germany (Blanvalet)

Trouble is, Angela can only come out at night. Angela doesn't feel
the cold. Angela doesn't eat. Angela doesn't have a pulse. Angela
has sharp and deadly teeth.
Angela and Chloë might just be perfect for each other. But how
do you build a life together when one of you is already dead?

BLEEDING HEARTS
Is love stronger than death? It's hard to hold down a functioning
relationship at the best of times - but it's harder still when one half
of the couple is on the wrong side of dead, and the other's just discovered they possess powers that are definitely not of natural
origin.
To be together at all, Angela and Chloë have had to overcome almost impossible odds, but their final obstacle might be insurmountable.

In the last ten months, they've searched high and low for a cure to
Angela's biting problem, and if they don't find one soon, the chances grow higher and higher that Chloë might die.
May 2021
Length: 400pp

About the Author:
Born in the US, Ry Herman is now a permanent Scottish resident. He's worked at a variety of jobs,
including submissions editor, theatre technician, and one job which could best be described as typing
the number five all day long. As well as writing plays, he acts and directs, and has performed at the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival. He is bisexual and genderqueer. Hobbies include baking bread, playing
tabletop roleplaying games, and reading as many books as humanly possible.
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PLAY OF SHADOWS
SEBASTIEN DE CASTELL
Swordplay, magic, intrigue and friendships stronger than
iron: the first volume in the new swashbuckling fantasy
series by the bestselling author of The Greatcoats.
Damelas Shademantaigne picked a poor night to flee a judicial
duel.
He has precious little hope of escaping the wrath of the Vixen,
the most feared duellist in the entire city, until he stumbles
through the stage doors of the magnificent Operato Belleza and
tricks his way into the company of actors. An archaic law
provides a temporary respite from his troubles - until one night a
ghostly voice in his head causes Damelas to fumble his lines,
inadvertently blurting out a dreadful truth: the city's most
legendary hero may actually be a traitor and a brutal murderer.
Jo Fletcher Books
September 2021
Editor: Jo Fletcher
Length: 528pp

With only the help of his boisterous and lusty friend Bereto, a
beautiful assassin whose target may well be Damelas himself,
and a company of misfit actors who'd just as soon see him dead,
this failed grandson of two Greatcoats must somehow find within
himself the courage to dig up long-buried truths before a
ruthless band of bravos known as the Iron Orchids come for his
head.
Oh, and there's still that matter of the Vixen waiting to duel him .

About the Author:
Sebastien de Castell had just finished a degree in archaeology when
he started work on his first dig. Four hours later he realised how much
he hated archaeology and left to pursue a very focused career as a
musician, ombudsman, interaction designer, fight choreographer,
teacher, project manager, actor and product strategist. After a year in
the Netherlands, he has recently returned to Vancouver, Canada,
where he lives with his wife and two belligerent cats. Traitor's Blade,
his award-winning debut novel, the first in his bestselling series The
Greatcoats, is followed by Knight's Shadow, Saint's Blood and Tyrant's
Throne. He has also written a YA series, starting with Spellslinger.
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Rights sold: US (Mobius); France (Bragelonne); Russia (Fantastika); Hungarian
(Fumax); Polish (Insignis); Spanish (Panamerica)
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Rights sold: Germany (Piper )
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Rights Sold: Mage’s Blood and Scarlet Tides: Bulgaria (Sudio A); Netherlands (Liutingh); Russia (Family Leisure
Club); Germany (Random House). Unholy War: Netherlands (Liutingh); Germany (Random House). Ascendant’s
Rite: Germany (Random House).
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